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Presentation overview

● Human workforce in railway operations

● Discuss the status of railway safety

● Discuss root cause analysis (basic principles)

● Explain why people make mistakes and types of mistakes people commonly 
make



Human workforce in railway operations

● The railway industry world-wide is human workforce dependent
● Human workforce is a key driving force behind all railway 

operations
● Humans are influencers of railway efficiency and safety
● Yes, there is advent of new technologies and rapid movement 

into 4IR. Nevertheless, humans are a key resource
● Human Factors issues must be considered at all the stages of 

the railway systems’ life-cycle (design, management, operation, 
maintenance and regulation) 



Status of Railway Safety

● RSR State of Safety Reports indicate that operational railway occurrences 
attributed to Human Factors are the highest

● 2014/15 report indicated 60% 
● 2016/17 report indicated 58%
● 2018/19 report indicted 66.7%
● 2020/21 report Silent??
● The annual mean  = 61.6%
● What then????



Elements of HF which contribute to occurrences

Source: RSR State of Safety Report 2015/16

Causation Percentage
Negligence 24

Lack of supervision 10

Lack of effective communication 8

Inadequate training 6

Non-adherence to TWR 3

Human actions 6



Root cause analysis

● Root cause analysis is an approach for identifying the underlying causes 
of an incident so that the most effective solutions can be identified and 
implemented

● Root cause analysis is typically used when something goes badly, but it 
can also be used when something goes well

● Within an organisation, used in problem solving, incident investigation
● Root cause analysis are all fundamentally connected by three basic 

questions:
○ What is the problem?
○ Why did it happen?
○ What will be done to prevent it from happening again?



Root cause analysis

● Root cause analysis is about digging beneath the surface of a problem
● When using the Cause Mapping method, “Root” in  “Root cause analysis” refers 

to causes that are beneath the surface
● Applies the principle  of “a reasonable-person” to understand why the human 

took the action
● Allow for implementation of practical safety barriers which consider why human 

beings make errors
● Fundamentally, avoids using humans as scapegoats



Why do people make mistakes 

● “Making mistakes simply means a human is learning faster”  Weston H. Agor, Professor 
of Public Administration 

● People get things wrong all the time
● Errors are at the heart of a human’s ability to adapt and master new situations
● Even with the most straightforward task, such as reading numbers from a display, is not 

error-free
● A mistake is something that gives people information about how near to their goals
● Unfortunately, some errors have such dire consequences compared with their learning 

value 
● These simply need to be prevented wherever possible



Errors in skill-based performance

● These are generally regarded as slips or lapses
● They typically occur when attention is diverted, and a human fails to monitor actions. 

There are several types: 
● Familiarity slips – where something a human frequently does ‘takes-over’ a similar 

but less familiar action. For example, dialing a frequently used telephone 
number when intending to dial a similar one 

● Similarity slips – where the intended action is like other actions that are frequently 
done (perform the right action on the wrong object). For example, a TCO might 
normalising the wrong points switch on a panel because it is close to similar 
switches



Errors in skill-based performance

● Memory lapses – where a human forgets the goal in the middle of a 
sequence of actions or omit a step in a routine sequence. Example: TCO 
who is distracted during arrangements for a possession and fails to use 
a reminder appliance as required

● Association slips – where the brain makes a faulty connection between two 
ideas, often when one is an external stimulus that typically provokes a certain 
action. Example is a driver reacting to one alarm as if another was going 
off



Errors in rule-based performance 

● These are errors made in applying known rules, for example: 
● Misapplying a good rule –applying the rule in a situation where it is not 

appropriate. This is often a rule that is frequently used and seems to fit the 
situation well enough 

● Applying a bad rule – so that in certain situations the job gets done, but with 
unwanted consequences 

● Failing to apply a good rule – ignoring a rule that is applicable and valid in a 
certain situation (Example: Non-adherence to TWR) 



Errors in knowledge-based performance 
● Knowledge-based performance is especially prone to errors, often of a complex 

nature
● They arise from a lack of knowledge, uncertainty, lack of concentration, or a 

misapplication of knowledge, particularly in novel situations. For example:
● Availability bias – choosing a course of action because it is the one that comes 

most readily to mind. For example, TCO authorising train movements procedure 
that are straightforward to implement, but fundamentally flawed 

● Confirmation bias – looking for information that confirms belief about the situation, 
while ignoring or filtering out anything which disagrees

● Confirmation biases arise through over-confidence, or as a way of making shortcuts 
and reducing complexity 



Conclusion

● Human Factors is important in understanding human behaviour
● Humans are “reasonable people” and will do whatever is in their 

powers to make things work
● Understanding why people make mistakes will help the operator to 

implement practicable solutions
● Human interoperability is a topic that to explored in understanding 

how people should talk to each other at a human….level
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